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Abstract—The project involves the usage on water which is wasted 
in dams as over flow by transferring it to the under ground water 
table by the means of bore wells. By the means of this project one can 
not only store the water which is wasted in dams during rainy season 
but also recharge the ground water for future use. And even small 
hydro electricity motors can be fitted in in the pipes such that when 
water enters the pipe it generates electricity which can be used to lift 
the water up again when needed from the under ground aquifer this 
can be done to regain some or full amount of electricity which is lost 
to lift the water from the aquifer the complete details are 
Given below 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dams and reservoirs are structures which are built for the 
main purpose of storing water for future use and also for the 
purpose of flood control, hydro electricity, etc. the dams 
which are built to store water can store up to a certain limit 
these dams receive maximum water during rainy season 
during which the river is full when the dam reaches its 
maximum capacity the rest of the water is released which is 
wasted hence by storing some of this water in the under 
ground water table by the means on aquifer rocks which can 
increase the productivity of that dam.  

 

Fig. 1.1: Dam Stored to its Limit 

The water which is stored in the dams are not sufficient 
enough for proper usage. A dam which is full stored to its 
capacity is shown below. (Fig. 1.1) 

When these dams are stored to the limit the gates are opened 
and the water is let to flow this is showed in (Fig. 1.2) 

 

Fig. 1.2: Water overflows a dam 

The over flow water is wasted hence by making this project 
apply for all dams once it is done the water table and irrigation 
of that area is increased and water is provided for the people 
present there with out any harm for nature.  

In india 80% of india’s water supply flows as river which is 
stored in dams for use but due to the limited storage capacity 
of dams the there is always a shortage of water the research 
involves the usage of the water which is wasted. The below 
table (fig1.3) shows the amount of water which is used the 
amount of water which is wasted as runoff and the land area 
available for storing the water it is classified on the basis of 
different river basin 
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